
Setup and Control for CORIOmaster2 & the CORIOmaster® product family. Let your creativity go wild! 
Rotate sources and displays with complete 360⁰ rotation for LED, projections and displays. Create 
overlaps, edge-blends and automatically correct for display size and bezels to create unique, eye-catching 
experiences.

Synchronized
Playback
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View all of your presets and sources across all 
canvasses for simple and effective control.

Dashboard

Our new UI design makes it easy to create layouts, map sources and animate transitions 
with incredible ease. With CORIOgrapher, build the wall you want, not just the one you can.

Wall Editor

Play up to 8 clips in perfect synchronization 
for expansive video experiences

Preset 
Management
Layout only Presets and Preset reordering 
for easier and quicker automation set up.

Version 3.6



8HD Player-Synchronized Playback
Using CORIOgrapher, easily setup the 4K Streaming & Media module to deliver synchronized playback groups using up to 8 x 
1080P/30 stored files to create stunning video belts. The multiple file groups can be added to playlists for simplified point-of-sale and 
broadcast background displays to prevent your video wall from becoming invisible and enhance the viewer experience.
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up to
8

sources

ADVANCED FEATURES
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CORIOgrapher is backwards compatible with CORIOmaster2 [G503 and earlier] , CORIOmaster2 LITE, CORIOmaster 
and CORIOview systems. Save time and reduce setup complexity by only loading the application once on your PC 

to control any of these products. Additionally, the intuitive interface will appear with the exact workflow functions and 
feature list that are applicable to each product, making setup a breeze.

Product Compatibil ity

Create custom control environments using our RESTful 
API or choose to take control using our app, plug-ins or 
button control panel.

Third Party Custom Control

Custom Resolutions 
A new LED engine that is fully integrated into CORIOgrapher 
allows installers to easily create and verify custom output 
resolutions using basic display information.  From this basic setup, 
CORIOgrapher will guide you to the perfect setup and confirm if 
the desired resolution is valid. CORIOgrapher does the complex 
work making a very challenging task in to a very simple one.

Scan type:
Pixel Clock:
Total pixels
Active pixels
Front Porch (pixels)
Sync Pulse (pixels)
Back Porch (pixels)
Polarity
Frequency

Progressive
148.500000
2200
1920
88
44
148
Positive
67.500 KHz

1920 X 1080 60

16
16:9
1125
1080
4
5
36
Positive
60.000HZ

CEA ID:
Aspect:

width height Hz

CORIOviewCORIOmaster
*Not available in North America


